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Marking the Dispossessed compiles hundreds of isolated reader’s marks found in a collection of used copies of Ursula K. Le Guin’s 1974 anarchist science fiction novel, The Dispossessed. Sometimes subtitled “An Ambiguous Utopia,” The Dispossessed is the story of a physicist, Shevek, who travels from his planet of anarchists, Anarres, to a sister planet, Urras. Le Guin describes Shevek’s confrontation with things he hasn’t experienced before, like class difference, gender hierarchy and personal property, as well as his perplexed encounters with everyday signs of excess, like the complicated layers of packaging around a box of chocolates. The book is organized with chapters that alternate between Shevek’s life on Anarres and Urras.

The project of compiling readers’ marks began after I first read The Dispossessed, about six years ago. I was so moved by its contents and the possibility of a different social order that I didn’t want to leave it. This is something that often happens with good books — I am completely sucked in while reading but as soon as I’m done I immediately start forgetting why I liked it so much. This project is, in a way, an exercise in trying to spend more time with The Dispossessed.

I started buying used copies here and there when I encountered them. I thought there was something tautologically satisfying about collecting dispossessed copies of The Dispossessed. I also liked to see the different covers and the signs of previous ownership — the occasional dog-eared pages, receipts, or bookmarks left inside the pages. I began ordering them online, it was almost too easy to get them, and they were cheap. In
less than one hour of searching online I could find five or eight used copies, and they would be shipped to me from around the country. I imagined these copies of *The Dispossessed* languishing in warehouses with no windows, with bar codes on their spines to make them easier and faster to track and find. They ended up in these warehouses, I imagined, after having been a part of personal collections, where they might have been sitting in someone’s basement. Several of the copies were disacquisitioned from libraries (e.g., New Tecumseth Public Library in Ontario and the Ruiz Branch of the Austin Public Library in Texas).

I had an idea of bringing them together, like far-flung brethren. Or maybe a sisterhood of books. That had been dispersed through the world, read (consumed), and discarded. But then I doubted my own impulse to collect, especially a book of anarchist fiction. Many passages in *The Dispossessed* describes possessions as “excrement”. On Anarres, the accumulation of stuff is a sign of poor health, of badness and grossness. (“They think if people can possess enough things they will be content to live in prison.” p. 138) And here I found myself, confusingly, collecting old copies of this book, which I liked so much, and the more copies I had the more it turned into stuff. Stuff to be moved around my office, stuff to be packed into boxes, or carried here and there. I labeled the books, organized them, looked for patterns, tried to make sense of the various print runs and covers. But now they have become my responsibility, I have all these copies, so many. I go back and forth between feeling like I need to keep them together and feeling like I should distribute them or give them away, but then there will be no more collection.

I looked more carefully at the books with marks, the ones whose readers had taken notes in them, underlined passages, or otherwise left traces of their reading. I don’t often write in books, but *The Dispossessed* was one that caused me to locate a pen so as to draw a few straight, thin lines in the margin to call attention to certain passages I didn’t ever want to forget. I wanted to take those passages with me (to own them?) and to
remember them. ("There was process: process was all." p. 334) Of course I didn't remember those passages forever. Also they are not all relevant the way they were at the moment I read them. But still, marking helps to remember, to ingrain. I read a passage, liked it, reached for a pen, went back to re-read and identify which part I really wanted to remember, and marked it. Those steps make the book last longer, make it possible to sit for a little bit with the words. ("No distinction was drawn between art and the crafts; art was not considered as having a place in life, but as being a basic technique of life, like speech." p. 156)

*Marking the Dispossessed* in a way is made up of marks of possession — it exists around this vexed issue of ownership and past ownership, of use value and uselessness. The more a book is marked, the more value it might have had for the original reader, but the less value it has on the market as a used book (unless the marks are made by a famous person). Of the one hundred used copies I examined, a little over half of them were marked in some way — maybe just by a person's handwritten name inside the front cover, or stamps from a library. Of those, about half again, roughly 25 books, had handwritten marks left by readers inside the actual text. At first I looked through these to see if there was overlap between these and the marks in my own book, and realized quickly that there wasn't much. People mark things for different reasons — one was obviously a student in a class, who had been assigned this text and read it attentively, in an academic way, making copious notes and marks and then abruptly stopping about a third of the way into the book. Another person, the owner of book 54, underlined something on almost every single page in the book. At times, this reader underlined every line in a paragraph, individually, in light pencil. They didn't use the tactic of placing a vertical bar in the margin, as so many other readers did, or bracketing off relevant sections, but preferred to underline. They used a sharp pencil, maybe a mechanical pencil? From start to finish. Another reader, the owner of book 18, seemed to be writing back to the book — not to Le Guin, but
to Shevek, the protagonist. “No! No no no! Who is sophomoric enough to think LIFE could or should be painless?” and “I’m going to vomit.” Or “Sounds like me and my friends.” Others make the book easier to reference by noting what is happening on a page (“marriage” “women propertarians” “music”). Several books have just a few words in the entire book underlined (“perhaps it won’t always be so”).

In this book I collected all the visible marks that I could and layered them page by page. I did not pull underlines or marks from copies of the book that predate the 1991 edition, as those have a different page layout, and the text does not line up as it does in the later editions. In collapsing the marks from each page it is no longer possible to distinguish between individual readers, the marks are made by a group of people-who-have-read-The-Dispossessed. I wanted to see if patterns might emerge (they don’t, really). We can see that some passages get a lot of attention and others don’t, but just as often, a lone reader found something interesting to mark and no one joined them.

_The Dispossessed_ came out in 1974, when the Cold War was still in full effect and the urban uprisings of the late 1960s were a recent memory. But for readers over the last thirty years, different political events would resonate (notes in the margin include “Kent State” “(Beijing) Detroit riots” and “US vs. USSR”). When I sought out other readers of _The Dispossessed_, I found many who had read it, but they were not in the same space with it as I was — either they had just finished reading and were still in its immediate afterglow, or it was a distant memory to them. Reading is so intimate, it is just between the reader and the author, and it’s hard to share a reading experience since it really happens inside your head, unless you happen to be reading out loud. We each have our own intense experiences but they are out of sync with others. Something about this particular book made me want to find a collective experience. Alongside this book of marks, I have also been organizing group readings for a used audio book version of _The Dispossessed_, where people read underlined passages and
comments out loud. When several books have the same passage marked, their voices read in unison.

In The Dispossessed, Le Guin enacts a version of anarchism closely related to that of political theorist Peter Kropotkin’s — where people take what they need and are motivated by cooperation rather than competition. Le Guin's anarchist utopia may be an “ambiguous” one — the story takes place in a society that has already been established for several generations and is a bit frayed. It is nonetheless compelling, especially now, in 2015, as cycles of political upheaval intensify around the world and so many of us long for viable alternatives to the persistent inequality that results from unbridled capitalism. The most heavily marked passage in the collection of books comes late in the novel. It is spoken by a Urrasti political activist, who explains to Shevek why his very existence is threatening to the political establishment on Urras: "...you are an idea. A dangerous one. The idea of anarchism, made flesh. Walking amongst us." (p. 295)

I read The Dispossessed almost as a self-help book (let's start an anarchist society, now!) Anarres, the planet, is a place with a potential for pure togetherness. Does a collection of used books create a kind of togetherness? What kind of intimacy emerges from a group of readers reading out loud together? Or from a set of readers' marks on the same pages? A secondary text comes out of the collection of handwritten notes in margins, like an echo of the book. I realized that my own reading experience was rather naïve, it was maybe too open, too uncritical, too open and ready to receive. But there is something to knowing my reading was one among many. I hoped to get a sense of a kind of mass readership, to imagine so many individual readers absorbing this text independently, but also together, at different times and in different places.

Index to notes and marginalia

Handwritten and stamped words that appear throughout the books are transcribed here. Unreadable words or letters are written as [—].
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Most heavily marked passages

While nearly every page of the book was marked in some way or another, there are relatively few occasions when the multiple readers chose to mark the same passages. Following are words or phrases that were marked in four, or at most, six books.

p21 “grief” “recognition”
p22 “It was not like any human face. It was as long as his arm, and ghastly white. Breath jetted in vapor from what must be nostrils, and terrible, unmistakable, there was an eye. A large, dark eye, mournful, perhaps cynical? gone in the flash of the car’s lights.”
p27 “Nothing is yours. It is to use. It is to share. If you will not share it, you cannot use it.”
p53 “copulate. It meant something two people did, not something one person did, or had.”
p74 “Shevek saw that he had touched in these men an impersonal animosity that went very deep.” … “silenced” … “a fury”
p75 “They were possessed.”
p76 “initiative”
p117 “Not a relationship of mutual aid and solidarity, but an exploitative relationship; not organic, but mechanical. Can true function arise from basic dysfunction?”
p143 “I want the superiority of Cetian science recognized, the superiority of the Cetian mind.”
p150 “After all, work is done for the work’s sake. It is the lasting pleasure of life. The private conscience knows that. And also the social conscience, the opinion of one’s neighbors. There is no other reward, on Anarres, no other law. One’s own pleasure, and the respect of one’s fellows. That is all. When that is so, then you see the opinion of the neighbors becomes a very mighty force.”
p165 “You can only crush them by ignoring them.”
p184 “human terms, no road, nowhere to go,”
p213 “She was so elaborately and ostentatiously a female body that she seemed scarcely to be a human being.”

p228–29 “You are rich, you own. We are poor, we lack. You have, we do not have. Everything is beautiful here. Only not the faces. On Anarres nothing is beautiful, nothing but the faces. The other faces, the men and women. We have nothing but that, nothing but each other. Here you see the jewels, there you see the eyes. And in the eyes you see the splendor, the splendor of the human spirit. Because our men and women are free — possessing nothing, they are free. And you the possessors are possessed. You are all in jail. Each alone, solitary, with a heap of what he owns. You live in prison, die in prison. It is all I can see in your eyes — the wall, the wall!”
p281 “There was no more exile. He had seen the foundations of the universe, and they were solid.”
p295 “It’s not just because they want this idea of yours. But because you are an idea. A dangerous one. The idea of anarchism, made flesh. Walking amongst us.”
p332 “Those who build walls are their own prisoners. I’m going to go fulfill my proper function in the social organism. I’m going to go unbuild walls.”
p333 “revolution begins in the thinking mind.”
p335 “the variety seeking of the spectator . . . always ends in the same place. It has an end . . . It is not a journey and return, but a closed cycle”
p346 “Because there is nothing, nothing on Urras that we Anarresti need! We left with empty hands, a hundred and seventy years ago, and we were right. We took nothing. Because there is nothing here but States and their weapons, the rich and their lies, and the poor and their misery. There is no way to act rightly, with a clear heart, on Urras. There is nothing you can do that profit does not enter into, and fear of loss, and the wish for power. You cannot say good morning without knowing which of you is ‘superior’ to the other, or trying to prove it. You cannot act like a brother to other people, you must manipulate them, or command them, or obey them, or trick them. You cannot touch another person, yet they will not leave you alone.”
p358 “Will you punish us for that? Will you reward us for the virtue of starving while others ate? No man earns punishment, no man earns reward. Free your mind of the idea of deserving, the idea of earning, and you will begin to be able to think.”
The library

These books were collected over the course of several years. At a certain point they were numbered according to their edition. Later books added to the collection were numbered as they came in. They were printed between about 1974 and 2011. They were acquired for this collection between 2012 and 2015.

The original hardcover edition was published by Harper & Row in the United States (97). Other hardcover copies were printed as part of a Book Club Edition (14–16, 91). They look very similar to the first edition hardcover.


In the United Kingdom, The Dispossessed was published by Granada (30–32, 80) sometimes under the Grafton imprint (29, 33, 34). Hardcover editions were re-published by Victor Gallancz (89) in the United Kingdom. There is a more attractive Gallancz edition that is not part of this collection.
Dispossessed: deprived of homes, possessions, and security.